From letterbox to keyhole approach for resecting intracranial lesions.
Computer-assisted neurosurgery systems (CANS) have the ability to translate preoperative image data sets directly to the operating field and were thought to be very useful in neurosurgery. However, key questions regarding their use remain only partially addressed. To answer the doubts of the skeptics, we set up a registry of all CANS and any non-CANS procedures in our institution. The results of 354 procedures are presented in this paper. CANS was used in 254 procedures, with a mean accuracy of 1.9 mm and a failure rate of 2.8%. Over time, the accuracy improved to 1.6 mm and failures were abolished. The CANS was most useful in anterior skull approaches and took less time in the operating room, and the patients were discharged earlier than those who underwent non-CANS procedures. We feel that the introduction of CANS has changed our practice for the better, with significant benefits to patients, surgeons and the hospital at large, and we recommend its usage as a standard of care.